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Abstract

We present fast, fair, flexible, and welfare efficient algorithms for assigning reviewers to
submitted conference papers. Our approaches extend picking sequence mechanisms, stan-
dard tools from the fair allocation literature to ensure approximate envy-freeness (typically
envy-freeness up to one item, or EF1). However, fairness often comes at the cost of de-
creased efficiency. To overcome this challenge, we carefully select approximately optimal
picking sequence orders. Applying a relaxation of submodularity, γ-weak submodular-
ity, we show our Greedy Reviewer Round Robin (GRRR) approach is EF1 and yields a
(1 + γ)-approximation to the maximum welfare attainable by a round-robin picking se-
quence mechanism under any order. We present a weighted picking sequence mechanism
called FairSequence that targets the Weighted EF1 criterion to offer fairness in a more
general setting. Using data from three conferences, we show that FairSequence runs an
order of magnitude faster and provides approximate envy-freeness guarantees that are vio-
lated by existing approaches. Its simple design also makes it very flexible to new assignment
constraints. FairSequence is available in the OpenReview1 conference management plat-
form, giving conference organizers access to faster reviewer assignment with high welfare
and envy-freeness guarantees.

1. Introduction

Peer review plays a prominent role in nearly all aspects of academia. It serves a number
of functions – selecting the best manuscripts, assessing originality, providing feedback, and
more (Mulligan et al., 2013). Given the broad application of peer review and its significant
gatekeeping role, it is imperative that this process remain as objective as possible.

One important parameter is whether papers are assigned experts who are able to appro-
priately review their work. Selecting reviewers for submitted papers is therefore a crucial
first step of any reviewing process. In large conferences such as NeurIPS, ICML, AAAI, and
IJCAI, reviewer assignment is largely automated through systems such as the Toronto Pa-
per Matching System (TPMS) (Charlin & Zemel, 2013), Microsoft CMT2, or OpenReview3.
Inappropriately assigned reviewers may lead to failures: misinformed decisions, reviewer
disinterest, and a general mistrust of the peer-review process.

We seek reviewer assignment algorithms that are fast, fair, flexible (to new constraints),
and accurate. Accuracy and fairness are two very important criteria in reviewer assign-

1. https://github.com/openreview/openreview-matcher
2. https://cmt3.research.microsoft.com/
3. https://openreview.net/
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ment (Shah, 2019), and fair division in general (Bouveret et al., 2016). Overall assignment
accuracy maintains quality standards for academic publications: we want reviewers to be
an overall good match to papers. However, it is imperative that we do not sacrifice review
quality on some papers to obtain a better overall matching. Even if the overall assignment
is good, papers with poorly matched reviewers may be unfairly rejected or receive unhelp-
ful feedback, causing the authors real harm. We thus desire algorithms which are globally
accurate and fair for the papers. In addition, we require algorithms that run quickly, since
conference organizers often compute multiple potential assignments, changing constraints
or freezing some matches each time. We also need our algorithms to be simple and adapt-
able to new constraints; indeed, the organizers of major conferences often have detailed
constraints such as forbidding two reviewers from the same institution to be assigned to the
same paper, or requiring at least one senior reviewer per paper (Leyton-Brown et al., 2022).
To accomplish these goals, we consider the fair reviewer assignment problem through the
lens of fair allocation.

Our principal fairness criterion is envy : one paper envies another paper if the other’s
assigned reviewers constitute a better match than its own assigned reviewers. Envy-freeness
and its relaxations can be used to preclude significant disparities in reviewer-paper affinity
scores. State-of-the-art fair reviewer assignment algorithms either maximize the minimum
paper affinity score or ensure all affinity scores exceed some threshold (Stelmakh et al.,
2019; Kobren et al., 2019). Although this approach ensures all papers receive reviewers
that pass some minimum quality threshold, there may still be many papers with poorly-
aligned reviewers that could benefit from a small number of low-cost trades. Envy-based
criteria, like envy-freeness up to one item (EF1), ensure that no such “obvious faults” exist,
locally balancing the assignments.

It is generally impossible to obtain envy-free allocations for indivisible items (Bouveret
et al., 2016); thus, we focus on the relaxed criterion of envy-freeness up to one item (EF1)
(Budish, 2011; Lipton et al., 2004). EF1 allocations have the property that whenever a
paper p has higher affinity for the reviewers of a paper p′, it is due to a single, high-affinity
reviewer rather than a complete imbalance in outcomes. Maximizing welfare subject to EF1
is NP-hard and is not approximable in polynomial time (Barman et al., 2019). Thus, we
explore methods that produce EF1 allocations with good empirical performance and partial
welfare guarantees using picking sequence mechanisms. In standard fair allocation settings,
the well-known round-robin (RR) mechanism produces EF1 allocations by setting an order of
agents, and letting them select one item at a time. Due to constraints on reviewer selection,
round-robin is not EF1 for reviewer assignment. We thus present a variation on classic RR,
which we term Reviewer Round Robin (RRR).

Round-robin mechanisms assign the same number of reviewers to each paper, but some-
times conferences require variable-sized assignments. For instance, two-phase reviewing pro-
cesses often need to assign a variable numbers of reviewers in the second phase when some
reviewers failed to respond in the first phase. We therefore also study a family of weighted
picking sequences which satisfy the Weighted EF1 constraint (WEF1) (Chakraborty et al.,
2021a). This constraint generalizes EF1 to settings where agents have unequal item de-
mands, ensuring that agents are EF1 after normalizing by their demands. Our algorithms,
Weighted Reviewer Picking (WRP) and FairSequence, follow RRR by applying a standard
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weighted picking sequence with some added steps to accommodate the constraints of re-
viewer assignment.

While picking sequence mechanisms are known to satisfy fairness constraints, their ef-
ficiency guarantees are highly dependent on the order in which players pick items. For
example, consider a stylized setting where there are two papers (pi and pj) and two review-
ers (r1 and r2): paper pi has an affinity score of 5 for both reviewers, while paper pj has
a score of 10 for r1 and 0 for r2. A round-robin mechanism that lets pi pick first runs the
risk of having pi pick r1, leaving pj with r2. Letting pj pick first results in a much better
outcome, without compromising on fairness. It is generally difficult to identify optimal
picking sequences (Bouveret & Lang, 2011; Kalinowski et al., 2013; Aziz et al., 2015, 2016).
We ask the question: Can we identify approximately optimal paper orders?

1.1 Our Contributions

We run a combinatorial search for orders of papers that yield high efficiency allocations
for picking-sequence mechanisms like RRR and WRP. To this end, we examine the problem
of finding an optimal paper order via the lens of submodular optimization. We optimize a
function on partial paper sequences, which varies according to the welfare of the allocation
resulting from the picking sequence. This function is not submodular in general, but we
can capture its distance from submodularity via a variable γ. Our main theoretical result
(Theorem 5.1), which is of independent interest to the fair division community, shows that
a simple greedy approach maximizes this function up to a factor of 1 + γ. We call this
approach Greedy Reviewer Round Robin (GRRR). The approach can also be applied to
weighted picking sequences like WRP, by optimizing over the order in which ties in priority
are broken.

Though we do not offer theoretical welfare guarantees for the FairSequence algorithm,
we present a heuristic approach that optimizes for a high welfare weighted picking sequence.
FairSequence breaks ties in priority order adaptively when they occur, by assigning a
reviewer to any paper with top priority which can receive the highest increase in welfare.
This approach is fast and straightforward to implement. FairSequence thus achieves our
four goals: it is a fast, fair, flexible, and welfare efficient reviewer assignment mechanism.

We compare our GRRR and FairSequence algorithms with three other state-of-the-art
paper assignment frameworks on three real-world conference datasets.

Not only are GRRR and FairSequence the only provably (W)EF1 approaches, FairSequence
is an order of magnitude faster than the other methods on all datasets. Most importantly,
we show that FairSequence is often significantly more fair than FairFlow, a fair allocation
protocol (Kobren et al., 2019), on nearly all fairness metrics.

This work extends a previous conference proceedings paper (Payan & Zick, 2022). We
have added algorithms that satisfy variable paper demands and drastically improve on
runtime (WRP and FairSequence), as well as more detailed experimental analysis.

1.2 Related work

The reviewer assignment problem has been widely studied. Most works model the prob-
lem as a mixed-integer linear program maximizing affinity between reviewers and papers;
the Toronto Paper Matching System (TPMS) is the most notable work with this formula-
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tion (Charlin et al., 2011; Charlin & Zemel, 2013). The affinity typically models alignment
between reviewer expertise and paper topics, but can incorporate other relevant notions like
reviewer bids, conflicts of interest, and author suggestions; many works study how these
values are generated and are orthogonal to our work (Leyton-Brown et al., 2022; Mysore
et al., 2023; Rozenzweig et al., 2023). Affinities are generally considered a good proxy for
value at both an individual and collective level, since higher-affinity reviewers will typically
be more qualified for and interested in a paper, resulting in more detailed and accurate
reviews. Affinity scores are universally available in systems like TPMS, Microsoft CMT, or
OpenReview, and it is standard practice to use these affinity scores to compute welfare
and fairness measures (Stelmakh et al., 2019; Kobren et al., 2019; Jecmen et al., 2020;
Leyton-Brown et al., 2022; Shah, 2022; Cousins et al., 2023a).

A number of prior works consider fairness objectives in peer review, though none of
them consider envy-freeness up to one item. Hartvigsen et al. (1999) ensure that at least
one qualified reviewer is assigned to each paper. A few recent approaches approximately
maximize the minimum paper score, or maximize the sum of scores subject to a minimum
individual score threshold (O’Dell et al., 2005; Kobren et al., 2019; Stelmakh et al., 2019).
Aziz et al. (2023) present a reviewer assignment algorithm that satisfies the core, ensuring
that no group of papers can deviate without reducing their total welfare. A number of works
study fair assignment of papers to reviewers, allowing reviewers to express preferences over
papers by bidding (Garg et al., 2010; Lian et al., 2018; Aziz et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2021).
This setting aims to be fair to the reviewers rather than the papers, as is the case for
our work.4 Other works target reviewer assignments with properties besides fairness or
efficiency; Long et al. (2013) avoid conflicts of interest, while Kou et al. (2015) and Ahmed
et al. (2017) assign sets of reviewers with diverse interests and full coverage of the papers’
topics.

A few works in fair allocation are relevant for fair reviewer assignment, but they have
important limitations in our setting. Aziz et al. (2019) present an algorithm which attempts
to output a W -satisfying EF1 allocation for constraint(s) W . When W includes a minimum
threshold for welfare, their approach is somewhat similar to ours. However, rather than
greedily maximizing welfare by letting the locally optimal agent pick, they let any agent pick
as long as W can still be achieved. Biswas and Barman (2018) present a modification of the
round-robin mechanism that assigns a complete EF1 allocation when items are partitioned
into categories and agents can receive a limited number of items from each category, but
the overall number of items per agent is unlimited. Dror et al. (2021) study fair allocation
under matroid constraints, but only for identical or binary valuations, less than four agents,
or a single uniform matroid constraint. Caragiannis and Rathi (2023) show that greedily
selecting agents is a 2-approximation for the maximum welfare picking sequence when agents
can choose at most one item.

Weighted envy-freeness up to one item was one of the first fairness notions studied for
agents with unequal entitlements (Benabbou et al., 2020). Much recent work in fair alloca-
tion has focused on this and other guarantees to agents with unequal entitlements (Babaioff
et al., 2021b; Chakraborty et al., 2022; Suksompong & Teh, 2022, 2022, 2023; Montanari
et al., 2024). Much of this work focuses on the setting of binary valuations or binary sub-

4. We briefly discuss fairness to reviewers in Appendix D.
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modular valuations. Of particular relevance is recent work recommending usage of picking
sequences for weighted fair division (Chakraborty et al., 2021b).

Our application of submodular optimization to optimizing orders for round-robin is
inspired by previous work on fair allocation with submodular valuations (Benabbou et al.,
2020; Babaioff et al., 2021a; Barman & Verma, 2021; Viswanathan & Zick, 2023b). Prior
work has also studied maximization of approximately submodular functions, though none
has combined matroid constraints with a definition of approximate submodularity similar
to ours (Das & Kempe, 2011; Gölz & Procaccia, 2019).

Existing work shows the hardness of maximizing welfare for EF1 and picking sequence
allocations. Aziz et al. (2019) show maximizing welfare subject to EF1 is NP-hard, and
Barman et al. (2019) show the same problem is not even polynomial-time approximable.
Aziz et al. (2016) show that the problem of determining if a given welfare is possible under
a picking sequence of a certain class is NP-complete for some classes of picking sequences
(but not round-robin).

Finally, our FairSequence algorithm uses a subroutine inspired by the exchange graph
routine from the Yankee Swap algorithm (Viswanathan & Zick, 2023a, 2023b; Cousins et al.,
2023b, 2023c).

2. Preliminaries

We represent reviewer assignment as a problem of allocating indivisible goods, with papers
as agents and reviewers as goods. We are given a set of n papers P = {p1, . . . , pn}, and a set
of m reviewers R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm}. Each paper p has an affinity function over reviewers
vp : R→ R≥0, which defines the suitability of the reviewer for the paper.

Papers generally receive more than one reviewer, so we define affinity functions over sets
of reviewers. We assume additive functions, where for a paper p ∈ P and a subset S ⊆ R,
vp(S) =

∑
r∈S vp(r). An assignment or allocation of reviewers to papers is an ordered tuple

A = (Ap1 , Ap2 , . . . Apn) where each Ap ⊆ R is a set of distinct reviewers assigned to paper
p. Each paper p requires kp reviewers. Often we have a fixed k such that kp = k for all p.
An allocation is complete if every paper p is assigned kp distinct reviewers (and incomplete
otherwise). We refer to Ap as paper p’s bundle, and vp(Ap) as paper p’s valuation under A.
Given a paper pi, we will sometimes simplify notation and write vi and Ai instead of vpi
and Api .

Each reviewer r ∈ R has an upper bound ur on the number of papers they can review,
and may have lower bounds lr, which help ensure a more even distribution of work. Given
an allocation A, we denote the number of papers to which a reviewer r is assigned as
cAr =

∑
p∈P |{r} ∩Ap|, or just cr when A is clear from context.

Often, there are additional constraints on the reviewer assignment. We model these
additional constraints as a function C, where C(p, r, A) ∈ {True, False} indicates whether
reviewer r can be assigned to paper p given the incomplete allocation A. We will require
these constraints to be monotone; if we have two allocations A = (A1, A2, . . . , An) and
A′ = (A′

1, A
′
2, . . . , A

′
n) with Ap ⊆ A′

p for all p, then C(p, r, A) implies C(p, r, A′). Conflicts of
interest represent the simplest such constraints; C(p, r, A) = True when there is a conflict
of interest between paper p and reviewer r. Since C(p, r, A) does not depend on A for
conflicts of interest, we will simply write C(p, r) when no additional constraints apply. We
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sometimes apply more detailed constraints both within paper bundles (e.g., no paper can
receive two reviewers from the same institution) or across multiple bundles (e.g., an anti-
collusion constraint requiring that there is no pair of papers p and p′ and reviewers r and r′

such that r authored p and requested to review p′, r′ authored p′ and requested to review
p, r is assigned to p′, and r′ is assigned to p). These complex constraints are increasingly
used by large conferences (Leyton-Brown et al., 2022).

To simplify notation, given a set X and an element y, we often write X + y and X − y
instead of X ∪ {y} and X \ {y}.

We now discuss our notion of fairness. An allocation A is considered envy-free if for
all pairs of papers p and p′, vp(Ap) ≥ vp(Ap′). This criterion is not achievable in general
(consider the example of two papers and one reviewer r whose upper bound is ur = 1), so
we relax the criterion. An allocation A is envy-free up to one item (EF1) if for all pairs
of papers p and p′, either vp(Ap) ≥ vp(Ap′) or ∃r ∈ Ap′ such that vp(Ap) ≥ vp(Ap′ − r).
EF1 should only be used when all papers have the same demands and kp = k for all p.
When papers have distinct demands kp, we apply the fairness notion of weighted envy-
freeness (Chakraborty et al., 2021a). An allocation A is considered weighted envy-free if

for all pairs of papers p and p′,
vp(Ap)

kp
≥ vp(Ap′ )

kp′
. Analogously, an allocation A is weighted

envy-free up to one item (WEF1) if for all pairs of papers p and p′, either
vp(Ap)

kp
≥ vp(Ap′ )

kp′

or there is a reviewer r ∈ Ap′ such that
vp(Ap)

kp
≥ vp(Ap′−r)

kp′
.

The utilitarian social welfare (also called utilitarian welfare or USW) of an allocation A
is the sum of the papers’ valuations under that allocation. USW is a natural objective in the
context of reviewer assignment, and has been used in many prior works on this topic (Conry
et al., 2009; Charlin & Zemel, 2013; Kobren et al., 2019; Stelmakh et al., 2019; Payan &
Zick, 2022; Cousins et al., 2023a).

For picking sequences, we define an order on papers p ∈ P as a tuple O = (S, o), where
S ⊆ P is the set of papers in the order and o : S → {1, 2, . . . , |S|} is a permutation on S
mapping papers to positions. Let Ω(P ) denote the set of all orders over subsets of P . We
will also refer to Ω(R), the set of all orders over subsets of R, defined analogously to Ω(P ).
We slightly abuse notation and say that a paper p ∈ O if p ∈ S. For any p, p′ ∈ O, we say
that p ≺O p′ if and only if o(p) < o(p′). We write p ≺ p′ when O is clear from context. We
can think of an order O = (S, o) as an ordered list [o1, o2, . . . o|S|] such that ol = o−1(l) for
all positions l. We use the notation O + p to indicate the order (S′, o′) that appends p to
the end of O. Formally, S′ = S + p, o′(p′) = o(p′) for p′ ∈ S, and o′(p) = |S′|. We write the
empty order as O∅ = (∅, o) with any function o.

3. Fair and Efficient Assignment with Reviewer Round Robin

We first show how to obtain EF1 reviewer assignments when all papers have equal demands
kp = k, and reviewers do not have lower bounds lr; we handle the more general case in
Section 4. Our algorithm draws upon the simple and well-known round-robin mechanism.
Given an ordered list of papers, round-robin proceeds in rounds. In each round, we iterate
over the papers in the provided order, assigning each paper its highest valued remaining
reviewer. This allocation is EF1 for additive valuations without uniqueness constraints by
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a simple argument (Caragiannis et al., 2019). For any paper p, we divide the assignments
into rounds. Paper p prefers its own reviewers to the reviewers of any paper p′ ≻ p, and it
prefers its own bundle to that of any agent p′ ≺ p if we ignore the reviewer given to p′ in
the first round.

The constraint that papers must be assigned at most k distinct reviewers poses a chal-
lenge. A trivial modification of round-robin allows us to satisfy the cardinality constraint
— proceed for exactly k rounds, then stop. We might naively update round-robin to satisfy
the distinctness constraint as well, by assigning each paper the best reviewer they do not
already have. However, the argument from Caragiannis et al. (2019) fails. To see why,
suppose a paper p is assigned a reviewer r in one round. In the next round, p may still
prefer r over any other reviewer, but we cannot assign it. We will be forced to assign p a
much worse reviewer, giving another paper that desired “second copy” of r. A more detailed
counterexample is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The naive constrained round-robin, where each paper is assigned the best re-
viewer they do not already have, fails for the example valuations shown below on 4 pa-
pers and 6 reviewers. Suppose ur = 2 for all r and k = 3. If we apply naive con-
strained round-robin with the papers in increasing numerical order, we obtain the allo-
cation (A1 = {r1, r5, r6}, A2 = {r4, r1, r3}, A3 = {r4, r5, r2}, A4 = {r3, r2, r6}). How-
ever, v4(A2 − r) ≥ 5 for all r ∈ A2, while v4(A4) = 4 + ϵ. In contrast, the allocation
(A1 = {r1, r5, r6}, A2 = {r4, r1, r2}, A3 = {r4, r5, r3}, A4 = {r3, r2, r6}) is EF1.

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6

p1 2 0 0 1 0.5 ϵ
p2 3 1 2 10 0 0
p3 0 ϵ 0 10 1 0
p4 2 1 3 10 0 ϵ

We present a modification of round-robin that takes a paper order O and assigns re-
viewers to papers in order O such that all constraints are satisfied and the allocation is EF1.
Reviewer Round Robin or RRR (Algorithm 1) forbids any assignment that violates a crucial
invariant for proving EF1. This invariant derives from the proof of EF1 in the additive
case. Any time we would assign a reviewer such that EF1 would be violated, we forbid
the assignment and instead assign a different reviewer. EF1 violations can only arise when
another paper preferred that reviewer but the assignment was forbidden, either because
it had been assigned already, or because it would have caused an EF1 violation for that
paper as well. We always attempt to assign reviewers in preference order. Thus when we
attempt to assign a reviewer r to paper p, we only need to check for EF1 violations against
other papers to which we have attempted to assign r in the past. Theorem 3.1 asserts the
correctness of RRR.

Theorem 3.1. RRR terminates with an EF1 allocation where papers receive at most k
distinct reviewers, no reviewer r is assigned to more than ur papers, and all constraints C
are satisfied.

Proof. The algorithm assigns at most one reviewer to each paper in each round for k rounds,
so the constraint that all papers receive at most k reviewers is satisfied. In addition, the
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Algorithm 1 Reviewer Round Robin (RRR)

Require: Reviewers R, reviewer upper limits ur, paper order O, affinity functions vp,
bundle size limit k, constraints C

1: Initialize allocation A as Ap ← ∅ for all papers p ∈ O
2: Initialize the attempted set Sp ← ∅ for all p
3: for Round t ∈ {1, . . . , k} do
4: for p ∈ O in order do
5: for Reviewer r in decreasing order of vp(r) (break ties lexicographically) do
6: Attempt to assign r to p (Sp ← Sp + r)
7: if cAr < ur, r /∈ Ap, and ¬C(p, r, A) then
8: if No p′ with r ∈ Sp′ envies Ap + r more than 1 reviewer then
9: Ap ← (Ap + r)

10: Move to the next paper in O
11: If no new reviewer is assigned to p, return A
12: return A

algorithm always checks that r /∈ Ap, the number of papers which already have r is no
more than ur, and C(p, r, A) is satisfied before assigning r to p. Thus no paper receives
duplicate reviewers, reviewer upper bounds are satisfied, and additional constraints C are
never violated.

We now prove that the returned allocation is EF1. Consider some arbitrary paper
p′; we show that p′ does not envy any other paper by more than 1 reviewer. As in the
original round-robin argument, we divide the assignments of reviewers to papers into rounds
0, 1, . . . , s, where s ≤ k (s < k only when the algorithm terminates early). Round 0 contains
the assignments made during iteration 1 of Algorithm 1 to all papers preceding p′ in O.
Rounds 1 through s − 1 begin with the assignment of a new reviewer to p′ and end with
the assignment of a new reviewer to the paper immediately preceding p′ in O, while round
s begins with assignment to p′ and ends with assignment to some paper after p′.

Consider the bundle A
(t)
p assigned to some paper p ̸= p′ after the end of some round

t ∈ {0, 1, . . . s}. We will define modified bundles Bt
p for all p, and prove by induction

that vp′
(
B

(t)
p

)
≤ vp′

(
A

(t)
p′

)
. For all t, let B

(t)
p = A

(t)
p if p′ ≺ p. If p′ ≻ p, B

(t)
p =

A
(t)
p − argmax

r∈A(t)
p

vp′(r) .

For the base case, we see that after round 0, |B(0)
p | = 0 for all p and |A(0)

p′ | = 0, so

vp′
(
A

(0)
p′

)
= vp′

(
B

(0)
p

)
= 0.

Now suppose that after round t − 1, we have vp′
(
A

(t−1)
p′

)
≥ vp′

(
B

(t−1)
p

)
for all p.

Suppose there is some p such that after round t, vp′
(
B

(t)
p

)
> vp′

(
A

(t)
p′

)
. p′ is assigned a

reviewer in all rounds except 0, and because affinities are non-negative p must be assigned a

reviewer in round t to obtain vp′
(
B

(t)
p

)
> vp′

(
A

(t)
p′

)
. By the inductive hypothesis and the

fact that affinities are additive, p′ must prefer the reviewer p was assigned in t, rp, to the
reviewer p′ was assigned in t, rp′ . Because p′ went first in t, this means that we attempted
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to assign rp to p′ either in t or earlier and p must have checked for envy against p′. This is

a contradiction, since vp′
(
B

(t)
p

)
> vp′

(
A

(t)
p′

)
violates EF1.

It is possible for RRR to return an incomplete allocation when a complete one exists. This
is tight in some sense; we can easily show an instance of the reviewer assignment problem
where no valid, complete allocation is EF1. Consider the case with two papers P = {p1, p2}
with kp = 2 for all p ∈ P and four reviewers R = {r1, r2, r3, r4} with ur = 1 for all r ∈ R.
Suppose that v1(r1) = v1(r2) = 1, v1(r3) = v1(r4) = 0, and C(p1, r1, A) = C(p1, r2, A) =
True for all A. Then the only valid complete allocation is A = {{r3, r4}, {r1, r2}}, which is
not EF1.

It is straightforward to show that RRR always returns a complete, EF1 allocation when
the number of reviewers is large and there are no additional constraints C (the proof of
Proposition 3.1 is given in Appendix A).

Proposition 3.1. Given a reviewer assignment problem with m reviewers, n papers, no
constraints C, and k paper bundle size limits, where m ≥ kn, RRR returns a complete and
EF1 allocation.

4. Non-Uniform Demands and Minimum Reviewer Supply

Papers may sometimes require different numbers of reviewers; conference organizers may
run reviewer assignment multiple times to account for late reviews, borderline papers, and
other mitigating circumstances. In addition, conference organizers might wish to require
that each reviewer receives a minimum number of papers to review. These reviewer lower
bounds ensure more balanced workloads for the reviewers. To satisfy these additional real-
world constraints, we introduce variants of RRR that allow for variable paper demands kp
and reviewer lower bounds lr.

To accommodate variable paper demands, we present a weighted analogue of RRR called
Weighted Reviewer Picking (WRP). We replace round-robin with the picking sequence in-
troduced by Chakraborty et al. (2021a), which guarantees WEF1. Papers no longer receive
assignments in a fixed order; at each iteration the paper which has reached the smallest
fraction of its bundle size limit kp is chosen to receive the next reviewer. We break ties
in this “fraction of satisfied demand” criterion by consulting a fixed tie-breaking order O.
Algorithm 2 shows the complete approach.

Parallel to Theorem 3.1, we state that Algorithm 2 is WEF1.

Theorem 4.1. Algorithm 2 terminates with a WEF1 allocation where papers receive at
most kp distinct reviewers, no reviewer r is assigned to more than ur papers, and additional
constraints C are satisfied.

Proof. As long as there is some paper p with |Ap| < kp, we will never pick a paper p′

with |Ap′ | = kp′ in the picking sequence, since
|Ap|
kp

< 1 =
|Ap′ |
kp′

. This proves that when we

terminate, no papers have more than kp reviewers.
In addition, the algorithm always checks that r /∈ Ap, c

A
r < ur, and ¬C(p, r, A) before

assigning r to p. Thus no paper receives duplicate reviewers, reviewer upper bounds are
satisfied, and additional constraints C are satisfied.

9
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Algorithm 2 Weighted Reviewer Picking (WRP)

Require: Reviewers R, reviewer upper limits ur, paper order O, affinity functions vp,
bundle size limits kp, constraints C

1: Initialize allocation A as Ap ← ∅ for all papers p ∈ O
2: Initialize the attempted set Sp ← ∅ for all p
3: while ∃p : |Ap| < kp do

4: p∗ ← argminp∈P
|Ap|
kp

, breaking ties using O
5: for Reviewer r in decreasing order of vp∗(r) (break ties lexicographically) do
6: Attempt to assign r to p∗ (Sp∗ ← Sp∗ + r)
7: if cAr < ur, r /∈ Ap∗ , and ¬C(p∗, r, A) then
8: if All p′ ̸= p∗ with |Sp∗ ∩ Sp′ | > 0 satisfy WEF1 with respect to p∗ then
9: Ap∗ ← (Ap∗ + r)

10: Move to the next paper in argminp∈P
|Ap|
kp

11: If no new reviewer is assigned to p∗, return A
12: return A

We now show that the allocation is WEF1, by showing that after a paper p is assigned a
reviewer r, all papers are WEF1 with respect to p. Assuming all kp ≥ 1, the first n iterations
of the algorithm assign each paper a single reviewer, in order of O. The allocation is clearly
WEF1 at each of those iterations. Suppose that now p has been assigned a reviewer r, after
all papers have at least one reviewer. For any p′ which we have attempted to give a reviewer
that we have also attempted to give to p (|Sp ∩ Sp′ | > 0), we have already checked that p′

does not have weighted envy for p over one item.

It remains to analyze the case when |Sp ∩ Sp′ | = 0. We have not attempted to give p′

any reviewers that we have also attempted to give to p, including r. Thus, for any reviewer
rp′ given to p′, vp′(rp′) > vp′(rp) for any rp that p was given after p′ was given rp′ . This
criterion is sufficient for the proof from (Chakraborty et al., 2021a) to go through.

4.1 Generalized Reviewer Picking Algorithms

Both RRR and WRP can be viewed as instantiations of a broader meta-algorithm, depicted in
Algorithm 3. This algorithm applies a paper selection criterion f , and a reviewer selection
criterion g. The paper selection criterion f(A, {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R) ∈ Ω(P ) computes,
given a partial allocation A, an ordered set of papers that can select a reviewer. f may
also take as an argument a fixed order over papers, O. If it does, then the paper selection
function will simply select the next paper in the order O. Then, the reviewer selection
criterion g(p,A, {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R, C) ⊆ Ω(R) computes a ordered set of reviewers
that paper p can be assigned. Since most of the arguments of these criteria are clear from
context, we will write simply f(A(,O)) and g(A, p).

Concretely, RRR can be implemented by requiring f(A,O) to select the singleton set
containing the next paper in the order O, and requiring g(A, p) to select reviewers r such
that cAr < ur, r /∈ Ap, ¬C(p, r, A), and no other paper p′ would envy p more than 1 item
after adding r to Ap. Naturally, g(A, p) is ordered in decreasing order of vp(r). WRP is

10
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Algorithm 3 Picking Sequence Reviewer Assignment

Require: m reviewers R, reviewer upper limits ur, n papers P , affinity functions vp, bundle
size limits kp, constraints C, paper selection criterion f , reviewer selection criterion g

1: Initialize allocation A as Ap ← ∅ for all papers p ∈ P
2: while A is not complete do
3: if f(A) ̸= O∅ and g(A, p) ̸= O∅ for some p ∈ f(A) then
4: p← first paper in f(A) with g(A, p) ̸= O∅
5: r ← first reviewer in g(A, p)
6: Ap ← Ap + r
7: else
8: return A
9: return A

implemented with f(A) = argminp∈P
|Ap|
kp

, ordered by O, and g(A, p) defined analogously

to before. g(A, p) now requires WEF1 to be satisfied, rather than EF1.

4.2 Minimum Reviewer Supply

We can also easily introduce minimum reviewer supply constraints. We will utilize a simple
trick to satisfy these constraints, which can be applied to any instantiation of Algorithm 3.
When the remaining demand equals the number of assignments required to meet reviewer
minima, we restrict the available set of reviewers to those who need to be assigned to meet
minimum requirements. More formally, when we have

∑
r∈R

max(lr − cAr , 0) =
∑
p∈P

kp − |Ap|,

we set ur = max(lr − cAr , 0) for all reviewers r. Thus, we spend the final
∑

p∈P kp − |Ap|
steps assigning exactly the reviewers needed to meet reviewer minima. If the algorithm
terminates with a complete allocation, it will satisfy the reviewer lower bounds.

A more general version of this modification takes as input a bound modification function
h, such that h(A, {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R) takes the current allocation A and problem-
specific reviewer and paper bounds and determines if the bounds need to be modified to
satisfy a constraint. The modified meta-algorithm is displayed in Algorithm 4.

Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 parallel Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, showing that when we modify RRR

and WRP to include the bound modification function h, they return EF1 (WEF1) allocations
satisfying all constraints.

Theorem 4.2. Algorithm 4, implemented using the f and g from RRR, terminates with
an EF1 allocation where papers receive at most k distinct reviewers, all constraints C are
satisfied, and no reviewer r is assigned to more than ur papers. If the algorithm assigns k
reviewers to each paper, then all reviewers will be assigned to at least lr papers.

Proof. The distinctness of reviewers per paper, reviewer upper bounds ur, satisfaction of
C, and upper limit on k reviewers per paper are satisfied for the same reasons described in
Theorem 3.1.

11
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Algorithm 4 Picking Sequence Reviewer Assignment with Reviewer Lower Bounds

Require: m reviewers R, reviewer upper limits ur, reviewer lower limits lr, n papers P ,
affinity functions vp, bundle size limits kp, constraints C, paper selection criterion f ,
reviewer selection criterion g, bound modification function h

1: Initialize allocation A as Ap ← ∅ for all papers p ∈ P
2: while A is not complete do
3: {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R ← h(A, {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R)
4: if f(A) ̸= O∅ and g(A, p) ̸= O∅ for some p ∈ f(A) then
5: p← first paper in f(A) with g(A, p) ̸= O∅
6: r ← first reviewer in g(A, p)
7: Ap ← Ap + r
8: else
9: return A

10: return A

We show that when the algorithm terminates with a complete allocation, the reviewer
minima have been satisfied. We assume that the assignment problem is feasible (

∑
p∈P kp ≥∑

r∈R lr), so
∑

p∈P kp − |Ap| ≥
∑

r∈R max(lr − cAr , 0) at the beginning of the assignment
process.

∑
p∈P kp−|Ap| decreases by 1 each time a paper is assigned a reviewer and reaches

0 by the end of the assignment process, and
∑

r∈R max(lr− cAr , 0) decreases by either 1 or 0
each iteration. At some point, either

∑
r∈R max(lr−cAr , 0) = 0 and thus all lower bounds are

satisfied, or we have
∑

r∈R max(lr − cAr , 0) =
∑

p∈P kp − |Ap|. Setting ur to max(lr − cAr , 0)

for all r ensures that every remaining choice of reviewer decreases
∑

r∈R max(lr − cAr , 0)
by exactly 1 for each of the remaining paper choices. If the algorithm terminates with a
complete allocation, there will be

∑
p∈P kp−|Ap| more choices, so

∑
r∈R max(lr−cAr , 0) will

be 0.

Finally, we must prove that the allocation remains EF1. The proof from Theorem 3.1
applies in this case as well. In that proof, we consider two agents p′ and p. Then we show
that if we assume p′ envies p more than one item after some round t (where each round
begins with an assignment to p′), we can derive a contradiction. We still have that p′ must
prefer the reviewer p got in t, rp, to the reviewer p′ got in t, rp′ . It is now possible that
we performed the restriction of remaining reviewers between the assignment of rp′ and the
assignment of rp. But because the set of reviewers available after the restriction is a subset
of the set of reviewers available before the restriction, we still would have attempted to
assign rp to p′ in t or earlier. The algorithm would therefore have checked for the EF1
violation when assigning rp to p, and we can derive the same contradiction as in the proof
of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 4.3. Algorithm 4, implemented using the f and g for WRP, terminates with a
WEF1 allocation where all papers receive at most kp distinct reviewers, all constraints C
are satisfied, and no reviewer r is assigned to more than ur papers. If the algorithm assigns
exactly kp reviewers to each paper, then all reviewers will be assigned to at least lr papers.

The proof of Theorem 4.3 is similar to that of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and is in Appendix A.

12
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5. Optimizing Orders for Picking Sequences

We have shown how to provably obtain (W)EF1 allocations of reviewers to papers, but have
not offered any welfare guarantees so far. We first state that maximizing welfare under RRR
or WRP is NP-hard, which we prove following the techniques of Aziz et al. (2015) and Aziz
et al. (2016).

Aziz et al. (2016) present the decision problem PossibleUtilitarianWelfare: given
a fair allocation instance with n agents, m goods, additive valuations functions vi for all
agents i, a class of picking sequence mechanisms C, and an integer t, is it possible to
run a picking sequence in C and obtain welfare t? To obtain hardness results, they use
a problem top-k PossibleSet (Aziz et al., 2015): given a fair allocation instance with n
agents, m goods, additive valuations functions vi for all agents i, a class of picking sequence
mechanisms C, an agent i, and an integer k, is it possible to run a picking sequence in C
such that i receives its top-k goods?

Proposition 5.1. Maximizing welfare subject to round-robin (and RRR) is NP-hard.

Proof. Aziz et al. (2015) show that for k ≥ 3, top-k PossibleSet is NP-complete for
round-robin orders (they refer to round-robin orders as strict alternation policies). We
use that fact to show that PossibleUtilitarianWelfare is NP-complete over the set of
round-robin orders. Given an instance of top-k PossibleSet with k ≥ 3 over round-robin
orderings, we construct an instance of PossibleUtilitarianWelfare. One agent has
utility of mk2 for its k most preferred items, and 0 for the rest. The other agents have
utility at most k for all items. Top-k PossibleSet returns true if and only if mk3 utility
is achievable.

Reducing an instance of PossibleUtilitarianWelfare with welfare threshold t under
round-robin to maximizing welfare under RRR is simple. We can construct an instance where
all reviewers review at most one paper. If the round-robin would run for k rounds, then
we require each paper to have k reviewers. The additional envy checks in RRR are only
required when some paper cannot select their preferred reviewer even though it has capacity.
Since each reviewer cannot be selected more than once total and there are no conflicts of
interest, we never invoke that check, and RRR becomes equivalent to standard round-robin.
Therefore, the maximum welfare under this instance of RRR is at least t if and only if the
original PossibleUtilitarianWelfare problem evaluates to true.

A similar proof extends to show that optimizing welfare over the tie-breaking order O
is NP-hard for WRP. As the proof is nearly identical to that of Proposition 5.1, we relegate
it to Appendix A.

Proposition 5.2. Maximizing welfare subject to weighted picking (and WRP) is NP-hard.

In the remainder of this section, we present a simple greedy approach to approximately
maximize the USW of our picking sequence by optimizing over the ordering of the pa-
pers. We present results using RRR (Algorithm 1), but all results apply equally well to
Algorithms 2 to 4. Theorem 5.1 can be used to show that greedy selection of an order
O is approximately welfare maximizing for any algorithm implementing Algorithm 4. In
particular, when applied to WRP, this implies that greedily selecting a tie-breaking order
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Algorithm 5 Greedy Reviewer Round Robin (GRRR)

Require: m reviewers R, limits {ur}r∈R, n papers P , affinity functions {vp}p∈P , bundle
size limit k

1: O ← O∅
2: for t ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
3: O ← O+p where pmaximizes USWRRR(O+p, k,R, {ur}r∈R, {vp}p∈P ) over all p ∈ P\O
4: return O

for weighted picking sequences is approximately welfare optimal. Tie-breaking in weighted
picking is quite powerful; for example, the tie-breaking order directly determines the first n
picks, since all agents start with 0 items.

We define a function USWRRR(O, k, R, {ur}r∈R, {vp}p∈P ), which represents the USW
from running RRR on agents in the order O with reviewers R, reviewer upper limits ur,
affinity functions vp, and paper bundle size limit k. When it is clear from context, we will
drop most of the arguments, writing USWRRR(O) to indicate that we run RRR with the order
O and all other parameters defined by the current problem instance. Our algorithm, which
we call Greedy Reviewer Round Robin (GRRR), maintains an order O, always adding the
paper p which maximizes USWRRR(O + p).

The pseudocode of GRRR is presented as Algorithm 5. It returns an order on papers,
which can be directly input to RRR to obtain an EF1 allocation of reviewers. This algorithm
is very simple and flexible. It admits trivial parallelization, as the function USWRRR can
be independently computed for each paper. One can also reduce runtime by subsampling
the remaining papers at each step. Subsampling weakens the approximation guarantee in
theory; while we do not attempt to analyze the approximation ratio of the subsampling
approach in this work, we run our largest experiments with this variant, and still obtain
high-welfare allocations. Let us now establish the welfare guarantees of GRRR.

We first review important concepts and terms used in the proof. A matroid (Oxley,
2011) is a pair (E, I) with ground set E and independent sets I, which must satisfy ∅ ∈ I.
Independent sets must satisfy the inclusion property: ∀A ⊆ B ∈ I, A ∈ I, and the exchange
property: ∀A,B ∈ I with |A| < |B|, ∃e ∈ B \A such that A∪{e} ∈ I. A partition matroid
is defined using categories B1, B2, . . . Bb such that Bi∩Bj = ∅ for all i, j and

⋃
1≤i≤bBi = E,

and capacities d1, d2, . . . db; the independent sets are I = {I ⊆ E : ∀i, |I ∩Bi| ≤ di}. Given
two matroids over the same ground set (E, I1) and (E, I2), the intersection of the two
matroids is the pair (E, {I : I ∈ (I1 ∩ I2)}). The intersection of two matroids may not be
a matroid (Oxley, 2011).

We also use the notion of a submodular set function; submodular functions formalize
the notion of diminishing marginal gains. For a set function f : 2E → R, a set X ⊆ E,
and an element e ∈ (E \X), we can write the marginal gain of adding e to X under f as

ρfe (X) = f(X + e)− f(X) or simply ρe(X) if f is understood from context. Given a set E,

a function f : 2E → R is submodular if for all X ⊆ Y ⊆ E and e ∈ E \ Y , ρfe (X) ≥ ρfe (Y ).
A set function is monotonically non-decreasing if for all X ⊆ Y ⊆ E, f(X) ≤ f(Y ). We
define the notion of γ-weak submodularity for monotonically non-decreasing, non-negative
functions. Given a monotonically non-decreasing, non-negative function f : 2E → R≥0, we
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Table 2: Example showing how sets Q ⊆ E map to orders, and the resulting allocations
from executing round-robin. Each paper receives k = 2 reviewers, and the reviewer upper
bounds ur are {2, 1, 2, 1} respectively. The scores (in order) for each reviewer for paper 1
are {2, 5, 2, 7}, for paper 2 are {1, 2, 0, 9}, and for paper 3 are {4, 3, 6, 3}. Q ⊆ E is the set of
tuples which map to the order OQ, and RRR(OQ) is the allocation resulting from executing
RRR with order OQ. The greedy choices of GRRR are indicated with asterisks. GRRR finishes
with an EF1 allocation with welfare 21, although there is an ordering which achieves 27.
Order [2, 1, 3] results in an incomplete allocation.

Q OQ RRR(OQ) USWRRR(OQ)

∅ [] {}, {}, {} 0
∗{(1, 1)} [1] {r4, r2}, {}, {} 12
{(2, 1)} [2] {}, {r4, r2}, {} 11
{(3, 1)} [3] {}, {}, {r3, r1} 10
{(1, 1), (2, 2)} [1, 2] {r4, r1}, {r2, r1}, {} 12
∗{(1, 1), (3, 2)} [1, 3] {r4, r2}, {}, {r3, r1} 22
∗{(1, 1), (3, 2), (2, 3)} [1, 3, 2] {r4, r1}, {r2, r3}, {r3, r1} 21
{(3, 1), (2, 2), (1, 3)} [3, 2, 1] {r2, r3}, {r4, r1}, {r3, r1} 27
{(2, 1), (1, 2), (3, 3)} [2, 1, 3] {r2, r1}, {r4, r1}, {r3} 23

say that f is γ-weakly submodular if for all X ⊆ Y ⊆ E and e ∈ E \ Y , γρfe (X) ≥ ρfe (Y ).
When γ = 1 we recover submodularity, and we always have γ ≥ 1.

We show that GRRR is equivalent to greedily maximizing a γ-weakly submodular function
over the intersection of two partition matroids. Consider tuples of the form (p, i) where p is
a paper and i represents a position in an order. We define a mapping from sets of tuples to
orders. Consider the set E = {(p, i) : p ∈ P, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. Define two partition matroids
(E, I1) and (E, I2), such that I1 forbids duplicating papers, and I2 forbids duplicating
positions. Define I1 using a category for each paper p, where B1

p = {(p, i) : i ∈ {1, . . . , n}},
and I1 = {I ⊆ E : ∀p, |I ∩ B1

p | ≤ 1}. Likewise, I2 is defined using a category for each
position i, where B2

i = {(p, i) : p ∈ P}, and I2 = {I ⊆ E : ∀i, |I ∩ B2
i | ≤ 1}. Any

set Q in the intersection of these two matroids can be converted into a paper order OQ

by sorting Q on the position elements and outputting the paper elements in that order.
Formally, given any set Q ∈ (I1 ∩ I2), we construct an order OQ = (SQ, oQ) by taking
SQ = {p ∈ P : ∃i, (p, i) ∈ Q}. For all (p, i) ∈ Q, let i′ = |{(p′, j) ∈ Q : j ≤ i}| and set
oQ(p) = i′. An example of this process is given in Table 2. We extend this mapping to all
subsets of E by sorting on the position elements as a primary key and paper elements as a
secondary key, then deleting all but the first tuple for each paper.

With these constructions defined, we observe that maximizing the USW for RRR over a
fixed number of rounds k is equivalent to the problem maxQ∈(I1∩I2):|Q|=nUSWRRR(OQ) for
the matroids defined above. We will show that GRRR greedily maximizes a monotonically
non-decreasing version of our function over our two partition matroids. Next, we show that
when our function is γ-weakly submodular, we can provide a γ-dependent approximation
ratio.
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To make USWRRR(OQ) monotonically non-decreasing, we will multiply by a factor of
|Q|α, where α is defined as the smallest positive number such that f(Q) = USWRRR(OQ)|Q|α
is monotonically non-decreasing. We first prove that GRRR greedily maximizes f(Q). For-
mally, Lemma 5.1 states that GRRR selects the element p maximizing f(Q + (p, i)) at each
iteration.

Lemma 5.1. Let f(Q) = USWRRR(OQ)|Q|α for some α such that f is monotonically non-
decreasing. Suppose GRRR selects paper pt at each round t, resulting in a set of tuples Qt.
Then for all t, (pt, t) maximizes f(Qt−1 + (p, i)) over all (p, i) such that Qt−1 + (p, i) ∈
(I1 ∩ I2).

Proof. We first show that any greedy maximizer for USWRRR is also a greedy maximizer of f .
Suppose that USWRRR(OQ+(p,i)) ≥ USWRRR(OQ+(p′,i′)). Because |Q+(p, i)|α = (|Q|+1)α =
|Q+ (p′, i′)|α, we have

USW
RRR

(OQ+(p,i))|Q+ (p, i)|α ≥ USW
RRR

(OQ+(p′,i′))|Q+ (p′, i′)|α,

as desired.
We also must prove that we can always simply append to the end of the current ordering

(rather than perhaps selecting an arbitrary tuple (p, i)). Formally, we want to show that
at any point in the algorithm, there is a tuple (p, |O|) that maximizes USWRRR(O + (p, i)).
This is shown via a strong induction argument. For the base case, if some tuple (p, i)
maximizes USWRRR(O∅ + (p, i)), then it is easy to see that O∅ + (p, i) = O∅ + (p, 1) and
so we can use (p, 1) without loss of generality. Inductively, assume that we have a set
Q = {(p1, 1), (p2, 2), . . . (p|Q|, |Q|)} and some tuple (p, i) maximizes f(Q + (p, i)) such that
Q+ (p, i) ∈ (I1 ∩ I2). Necessarily, i > |Q|, since all other positions i′ ≤ |Q| have been filled
in Q. Therefore, for any available position k, we have that OQ+(p,k) = [p1, p2, . . . p|Q|, p] and
thus f(Q+(p, k)) is the same for all allowed k. So without loss of generality, we can assume
that we can select a paper for the next available position (as is done in GRRR).

The greedy algorithm for maximizing f(Q) terminates when |Q| = n, so we must also
ensure GRRR terminates with an order on all n papers. Although GRRR only considers
USWRRR(O), which may not be monotonically increasing, by construction it runs until
reaching a full order over all papers. Thus GRRR is equivalent to greedily maximizing f .

We are now ready to prove the 1 + γ approximation ratio for GRRR (Theorem 5.1). Our
proof is inspired by the proof in (Fisher et al., 1978) that a similar greedy algorithm gives a
1

p+1 -approximation for maximizing a monotone submodular function over the intersection
of p matroids. However, the introduction of γ-weak submodularity changes the proof, and
we can simplify elements of the proof for our setting.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that f is the monotonically non-decreasing, γ-weakly submodular
function f(Q) = USWRRR(OQ)|Q|α. The set Qalg returned by GRRR satisfies f(Qalg) ≥
1

1+γ f(Q
∗), where OQ∗ is the optimal paper order for RRR. Because |Qalg| = |Q∗|, this implies

that Q approximates the maximum welfare with constant 1
1+γ .

Proof. Let Qt represent the subset of Qalg after step t of GRRR, where we add the element
(pt, t) to Qt−1. Let (p

∗
t , t) denote the pair in Q∗ which places paper p∗t in position t. Denote
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L = |Q∗ \ Qalg|. Consider the elements of Q∗ \ Qalg = {(p∗t1 , t1), . . . (p
∗
tL
, tL)}, ordered so

that t1 < t2 < . . . tL. Let Q
alg∪{(p∗t1 , t1), . . . (p

∗
tl
, tl)} be denoted as Qalg

l (with Qalg
0 = Qalg).

By monotonicity of f , f(Q∗) is bounded from above by:

f(Qalg ∪Q∗) = f(Qalg) +

L∑
l=1

ρ(p∗tl ,tl)
(Qalg

l−1). (1)

By γ-weak submodularity of f , we have that

ρ(p∗tl ,tl)
(Qalg

l−1) ≤ γρ(p∗tl ,tl)
(Qtl−1). (2)

Equality 1 and inequality 2 imply that

f(Q∗) ≤ f(Qalg) + γ
L∑
l=1

ρ(p∗tl ,tl)
(Qtl−1),

which (again by monotonicity of f) is bounded by

f(Qalg) + γ

n∑
t=1

ρ(p∗t ,t)(Qt−1). (3)

Next, we claim that for all t,

ρ(p∗t ,t)(Qt−1) ≤ ρ(pt,t)(Qt−1). (4)

At step t, the greedy algorithm chose to add (pt, t) to Qt−1, with pt maximizing f(Qt−1 +
(pt, t)). If (p∗t , j) is not present in Qt−1 for any j, then the greedy algorithm would have
considered adding (p∗t , t) and determined that pt was better. Suppose that (p

∗
t , j) ∈ Qt−1 for

some j. The greedy algorithm proceeds by filling positions from left to right, so j ≤ t−1. By
the definition of our mapping from sets to orders, p∗t will take position j and ignore (p∗t , t).
Thus ρ(p∗t ,t)(Qt−1) = 0 ≤ ρ(pt,t)(Qt−1). In either case, inequality (4) holds. Combining (3)
with (4) yields

f(Q∗) ≤ f(Qalg) + γ
n∑

t=1

ρ(pt,t)(Qt−1) = (1 + γ)f(Qalg).

When γ = 1 (and thus f is submodular), Theorem 5.1 yields a 1
2 -approximation guar-

antee, which beats the 1
3 -approximation guarantee provided by (Fisher et al., 1978). The

greedy algorithm is a tight 1
2 -approximation for submodular maximization in the uncon-

strained regime (Buchbinder et al., 2012), which our result matches even though we operate
in a constrained (albeit less general) space.
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6. FairSequence: a Fast and Fair Reviewer Assignment Algorithm

We have shown extensively how to obtain fair and approximately welfare efficient reviewer
assignments. However, GRRR can be prohibitively slow.

Proposition 6.1. The runtime of GRRR is O(kmn4), where k is the number of reviewers
assigned per paper, m is the total number of reviewers, and n is the total number of papers.

Proof. There are n positions to fill in the round-robin order. At each position, we have to
check at most n papers to determine which is the greedy choice. For each choice of paper,
we run RRR on at most n papers over at most k rounds. When a paper gets assigned a
reviewer during RRR, we may have to attempt to assign at most m reviewers, and each
time we attempt to assign, we have to check against at most n other papers for EF1
violations. Thus, each individual assignment during RRR takes O(nm) time, and there are
O(nk) iterations of this. RRR takes O(kmn2) time, and we have to run it O(n) times to
select the greedy maximizer for each position, over n positions. Thus, total runtime is
O(kmn4).

In initial experiments we found that GRRR can finish in a reasonable amount of time
(one or two days) on smaller conferences (m,n < 1000). Even this runtime is not ideal, as
conference organizers often must determine reviewer assignments over the course of several
days and typically try multiple assignments using different formulas for affinity scores. In
this section, we describe an approach that sacrifices theoretical guarantees for speed and
improved empirical welfare. Our algorithm, FairSequence, uses the weighted picking se-
quence described by Chakraborty et al. (2021a), similarly to WRP described in Section 4.
However, rather than breaking ties using an order that is fixed ahead of time, we will break
ties greedily for each tie-break. Thus, rather than having to run the picking sequence multi-
ple times to determine the greedy choice in the order, we can run a single picking sequence
with the determination of the greedy choice consisting of a simple maximum operation over
a matrix. Because FairSequence uses the picking sequence derived from Chakraborty et al.
(2021a), it still maintains the WEF1 criterion. FairSequence is described in Algorithm 6.
FairSequence has a provably faster runtime than GRRR (Proposition 6.2), and we show
that in practice it is significantly faster than all existing reviewer assignment algorithms
(Section 7).

Proposition 6.2. The runtime of FairSequence is O(kmn3), where k is the maximum
number of reviewers assigned per paper, m is the total number of reviewers, and n is the
total number of papers.

Proof. FairSequence fills each of the nk positions in the picking sequence sequentially. At
each position, we select from at most n papers, and each paper selects from m reviewers.
Finally, for each possible reviewer-paper pair, we may have to check n other papers to avoid
WEF1 violations.

In many conference settings, FairSequence drastically improves on the O(kmn3) upper
bound. In contrast to all algorithms presented up to this point, once we find a single valid
reviewer-paper pair to assign, we can automatically rule out any reviewer-paper pairs with
lower affinity score. We can also apply another shortcut; when checking that the WEF1
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criterion is met on line 6, it is sufficient to only compare against the papers p′ that have
vp′(r) > vp′(r

′) for some r′ ∈ Ap′ . When vp′(r) ≤ vp′(r
′) for all r ∈ Ap and r′ ∈ Ap′ ,

vp′ (Ap)

|Ap| ≤
vp′ (Ap′ )

|Ap′ |
. This is equivalent to WEF1 when |Ap| = kp and |Ap′ | = kp′ , as is the

case in a complete allocation. In large conferences with many subject areas, this can rule
out most comparisons across major subject areas.

FairSequence maintains a WEF1 guarantee as long as it terminates with a complete
allocation.

Proposition 6.3. If FairSequence returns a complete allocation, that allocation is WEF1.

Proof. This holds by the final condition on line 6 of Algorithm 6. This condition implies
that after every assignment of some reviewer r to some paper p, we have checked for all
other papers p′ if WEF1 is met.

Despite its benefits, FairSequence may not always terminate with a complete alloca-
tion.5 Therefore, we introduce a second algorithm FairSequenceUnchecked that will always
terminate with a complete allocation, as long as the constraints C only represent conflict of
interest constraints. Although the second algorithm is not guaranteed to be WEF1, the fact
that the algorithm is based on a weighted picking sequence implies that the allocation will
still be roughly fair. FairSequenceUnchecked operates similarly to FairSequence. How-
ever, we no longer perform the additional checks used to ensure FairSequence is WEF1.
In addition, because the picking sequence assigns reviewers irrevocably, when a conference
is highly constrained it may be possible for some paper to have no feasible assignments
later in the process. When this occurs, we have to revoke (and replace) some of the earlier
assignments in order to free up a feasible reviewer to assign. We use a heuristic approach,
where we run the algorithm with multiple different β values, indicating the amount by
which we allow welfare to drop during any of these swaps. In order to allow p to swap r′

for r, we require that vp(r) ≥ βvp(r
′). Setting β = 1 requires that no swaps can reduce the

welfare of p, and provides very little flexibility in assignments. Setting β = 0 allows any
swap, potentially impacting welfare and fairness quite a bit, but ensuring termination with
a complete and constraint-satisfying allocation. Although these swaps might again cause
WEF1 violations, by progressively decreasing β we can limit the amount of welfare lost
during this process. FairSequenceUnchecked is presented in Algorithm 7.

Theorem 6.1. If the constraints C consist of only conflict of interest constraints, then
FairSequenceUnchecked returns a complete allocation satisfying all assignment constraints,
if such an allocation exists.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case when β = 0. Suppose the picking sequence reaches

a point where there are no valid assignments possible to the papers P ∗ = argminp
|Ap|
kp

,
but some reviewers have not yet reached their maximum review load. Denote the partial
allocation up to this point as A. Consider any paper p ∈ P ∗. There is a complete allocation
Ac satisfying all assignment constraints, where Ac

p = {r1, r2, . . . rkp}. |Ap| < |Ac
p|, so there

5. In fact, OpenReview reported a large AI conference on which FairSequence fails to return a complete
allocation. The details of this conference are confidential, and OpenReview were not authorized to share
the data with us.
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Algorithm 6 FairSequence

Require: Reviewers R, papers P , reviewer upper limits ur, reviewer lower limits lr, affinity
functions vp, bundle size limits kp, constraints C, bound modification function h

1: Initialize allocation A as Ap ← ∅ for all papers p ∈ P
2: while ∃p : |Ap| < kp do
3: {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R ← h(A, {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R)
4: P ∗ ← argminp

|Ap|
kp

5: for p ∈ P ∗ do
6: Select rp ∈ R as the reviewer maximizing vp(rp) such that cAr < ur, r /∈ Ap,

¬C(p, r, A), and all p′ ̸= p satisfy WEF1 with respect to Ap + r
7: if No valid pair p, rp exists then
8: return A
9: else

10: Select (p∗, rp∗) that maximizes vp∗(rp∗)
11: Ap∗ ← Ap∗ + rp∗

12: return A

is some reviewer r ∈ Ac
p \Ap. If r has not reached its load upper bound in A, we could add

r to Ap, since C contains only conflict of interest constraints and r does not have a conflict
of interest with p. So r must have reached its load upper bound under A. Consider any
paper that has been assigned r in A. One such paper, p′, must have r /∈ Ac

p′ , and instead
there is some r′ /∈ Ap′ with r′ ∈ Ac

p′ . Again, if r′ is available, we can simply assign r′ to
p′ and r to p. If not, the argument repeats for r′ – there must be some paper currently
assigned r′ that does not receive r′ in Ac. This sequence must eventually terminate, since
there are a finite number of reviewers and papers. Thus, eventually we will find a path to
the set of reviewers with remaining review load, and we will be able to make transfers along
this path to our paper p, allowing us to increase the total number of assignments by 1 and
move on with the rest of the picking sequence.

FairSequenceUnchecked may have a very long runtime (Proposition 6.4, with proof
in Appendix A). However, FairSequence often terminates with a complete allocation in
practice, making FairSequenceUnchecked unnecessary. In addition, we expect that the
picking sequence will run almost to completion before needing to make any of the swaps
proscribed by FairSequenceUnchecked. This means that the additional runtime of finding
and executing these swaps will typically not have a strong impact on the overall runtime.

Proposition 6.4. The runtime of FairSequenceUnchecked is O(|β⃗|kn(nm+m)2), where
|β⃗| is the number of values of β in β⃗, k is the maximum number of reviewers assigned per
paper, m is the total number of reviewers, and n is the total number of papers.

7. Empirical Fairness, Efficiency, and Runtime Analysis

In this section, we compare GRRR and FairSequence against baselines on three conference
datasets. We find FairSequence is over an order of magnitude faster than all baselines and
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Algorithm 7 FairSequenceUnchecked

Require: Reviewers R, papers P , reviewer upper limits ur, reviewer lower limits lr, affinity
functions vp, bundle size limits kp, conflicts of interest C, sorted beta values β⃗, bound
modification function h

1: vmax ← maxp,r vp(r)

2: for β ∈ β⃗ do
3: Initialize allocation A as Ap ← ∅ for all papers p ∈ P
4: while ∃p : |Ap| < kp do
5: {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R ← h(A, {kp}p∈P , {lr}r∈R, {ur}r∈R)
6: P ∗ ← argminp

|Ap|
kp

7: for p ∈ P ∗ do
8: Select rp ∈ R as the reviewer maximizing vp(rp) such that cAr < ur, r /∈ Ap,

¬C(p, r, A)
9: if No valid pair p, rp exists then

10: Ravail ← r ∈ R : cAr < ur
11: V ← {(r,−1) : r ∈ Ravail}
12: V ← V + {(r, p) : p ∈ P, r ∈ Ap}
13: E ← {((r′, p′), (r, p), vmax + vp(r)− vp(r

′)) : r′ /∈ Ap,¬C(p, r′), vp(r
′) ≥ βvp(r)}

14: Set graph G← (V,E)
15: Z = (r0,−1), (r1, p1), . . . (rz, pz)← shortest weighted path in G from Ravail to a

paper pz with reviewer rz ∈ Apz s.t. ∃p∗ ∈ P ∗ with rz /∈ Ap∗ and ¬C(p∗, rz)
16: Swap reviewers along Z (Api ← Api − ri + ri−1 for i ∈ {1, . . . z}
17: p∗ = argmax{p∈P ∗:rz /∈Ap,¬C(p,rz)} vp(rz)
18: rp∗ ← rz
19: if No valid p∗ exists then
20: Restart with lower value of β
21: else
22: Select (p∗, rp∗) that maximizes vp∗(rp∗)
23: Ap∗ ← Ap∗ + rp∗

24: return A

much fairer (in terms of WEF1 and Gini) than all baselines except PeerReview4All (PR4A)
(Stelmakh et al., 2019).

7.1 Experimental Design

We run experiments on three conference datasets: Medical Imaging with Deep Learning
(MIDL), Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), and the 2018
iteration of CVPR6.

MIDL, CVPR, and CVPR’18 are standard datasets in the reviewer assignment litera-
ture, provided as pre-computed affinity score matrices, reviewer load upper bounds, and
paper demands. MIDL is an order of magnitude smaller than CVPR and CVPR’18, and

6. According to (Shah, 2022), the “CVPR” dataset is from 2017, though the paper introducing the dataset
does not list the year (Kobren et al., 2019).
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Table 3: Data summary for the three datasets. Here, n is the number of papers; m is the
number of reviewers; val. range is the range of reviewer-paper affinities; k is the bound on
the number of reviewers per paper; ur is the upper bound on papers/reviewer.

Name: n m val. range k ur

MIDL: 118 177 [−1, 1] 3 4

CVPR: 2623 1373 [0, 1] 3 6
CVPR’18: 5062 2840 [0, 11] 3 2− 9

CVPR’18 is slightly less challenging than CVPR due to a higher ratio of reviewer availability
to paper demand.

A summary of the data statistics appears in Table 3. For CVPR’18, while affinities are
between 0 and 11, most are between 0 and 1. In addition, reviewer load bounds vary by
reviewer but range between 2 and 9.

We compare our methods to the FairFlow algorithm (Kobren et al., 2019), the Toronto
Paper Matching System (TPMS) (Charlin & Zemel, 2013), and PeerReview4All (PR4A) (Stel-
makh et al., 2019). FairFlow is currently implemented in OpenReview, and it is in
widespread use. TPMS (also in widespread use) provides an upper bound on welfare without
fairness guarantees. PR4A was used by ICML 2020 (Stelmakh, 2021). All algorithms are
publicly available on Github.7

Following Kobren et al. (2019) and Stelmakh et al. (2019), we only run one iteration of
PR4A on CVPR and CVPR’18. On those two conferences, PR4A maximizes the minimum
paper score, but stops before maximizing the next smallest score.

We also implemented the Constrained Round Robin algorithm (Aziz et al., 2019). CRR
is approximately 40 times slower than GRRR on MIDL, taking 400 seconds instead of 10.
GRRR takes about 18 hours to run on CVPR. Extrapolating these results, we can expect
CRR to require a month of computation time or longer on CVPR (it did not terminate
in our experiments). Given its infeasible runtime, we did not continue to compare against
CRR as a baseline. Due to the size of the CVPR’18 dataset, we subsample 100 papers at
each iteration of GRRR rather than testing every available paper. We recorded means and
standard deviations over 5 runs, but found little variation in solution quality from run to
run.

7.2 Fairness and Efficiency

Fairness and efficiency results for all conferences are included in Table 4.

We report the USW, minimum paper score, and number of EF1 violations for each
algorithm. For each setting with at least one violation of the EF1 criterion, we report the
total number of papers that envy some other paper more than 1 reviewer, and the total
number of papers that are envied by some paper by more than 1 reviewer. We report
the USW as the percentage of the optimal value (given by TPMS). For an allocation A, the

7. FairSequence and FairFlow: https://github.com/openreview/openreview-matcher, GRRR, TPMS, and
Constrained Round Robin: https://github.com/justinpayan/ReviewerAssignmentCode, PR4A: https:
//github.com/niharshah/peerreview4all.
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Table 4: High-level statistics for all conferences. We include a breakdown of EF1 violations
where applicable, with the total number of papers that have envy more than one reviewer
and the total number of papers that are envied by other papers up to more than one
reviewer.

Alg. USW (%
OPT)

Min Score EF1 Viol. Num.
Envious

Num.
Envied

FairFlow 100% 0.94 0 – –
TPMS 100% 0.90 0 – –

MIDL PR4A 98% 0.92 0 – –
GRRR 98% 0.83 0 – –
FairSeq 99% 0.87 0 – –

FairFlow 96% 0.77 23244 688 1058
TPMS 100% 0.00 471256 717 2097

CVPR PR4A 94% 0.77 83 14 75
GRRR 88% 0.00 0 – –
FairSeq 92% 0.00 0 – –

FairFlow 97% 9.79 23 21 23
TPMS 100% 1.37 134 65 108

CVPR’18 PR4A 97% 12.68 2 1 2
GRRR 94% 1.78 0 – –
FairSeq 96% 1.74 0 – –

number of EF1 violations is the number of ordered pairs of papers p ̸= p′ failing EF1. There
are n2 − n total potential violations.

FairFlow and TPMS have very high levels of EF1 violations on CVPR. Although some
EF1 violations may be permissible, a large number of violations implies that many papers
received unnecessarily imbalanced assignments relative to other papers. We also show the
number of papers that have envy for another paper, that cannot be rectified by dropping
1 reviewer. This analysis shows that the EF1 violations are generally spread out across
roughly 10% of the papers, but those papers typically envy a much larger number of papers.
In other words, there is a small proportion of papers that received an unduly low quality of
reviewer assignments, and would have strongly preferred many other papers’ assignments.

To further understand the potential sources and impacts of EF1 violations, we analyze
the distribution of papers that have envy over one reviewer for any other paper in the TPMS
assignment for CVPR. Although the paper identities are not available in the dataset, we
can simulate a subject area classification by clustering papers. We represent each paper p
as the vector of affinity scores between p and all reviewers, v⃗p ∈ Rm. We then cluster these
vectors into 10 clusters using agglomerative clustering under a Euclidean metric and Ward
linkage function.8 Figure 1a shows the percentage of papers in each cluster that envy at

8. https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.
AgglomerativeClustering.html#sklearn.cluster.AgglomerativeClustering
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Figure 1: Envy violations and reviewer quality in CVPR, using TPMS assignment. The paper
clusters with the most EF1 violations have fewer qualified reviewers relative to the cluster
size.

least one other paper more than 1 reviewer. We can see that some of the clusters have very
high percentages of strongly envious papers (up to 40%), while others have almost no envy.

What drives these WEF1 violations? In Figure 1b, we plot the number of “highly
qualified” reviewers for a subject area, divided by the number of papers in the area. We
define a reviewer as highly qualified for a subject if the average affinity over the top four most
similar papers in the subject exceeds some threshold. Figure 1b demonstrates the number
of “highly qualified” reviewers per subject area as we vary the qualification threshold. The
subject areas with the highest fraction of submissions violating EF1 also tend to have lower
ratios of qualified reviewers to papers, indicating that EF1 violations accumulate in more
heavily resource-constrained subject areas. It is possible that these subject areas suffer
from a dearth of qualified reviewers; thus, any papers that receive qualified reviewers are
inevitably envied by other papers in that subject area.

For additional measures of inequality, we compute the mean and standard deviation
of paper scores for the bottom decile and quartile of papers per allocation. We consider
allocations to be more fair if they allocate higher scores to these disadvantaged papers.
We also calculate the Gini coefficient for each allocation, a standard measure of inequality
(Gini, 1936). A higher Gini coefficient indicates more inequality, so lower is better for this
metric. Finally, we report the sum of the total envy over all ordered paper pairs p and
p′,

∑
p,p′∈P max{(vp(Ap′) − vp(Ap)), 0}. The results are summarized in Table 5. Figure 2

shows the full distribution of paper scores under TPMS, FairFlow, and FairSequence for
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Table 5: Inequality statistics for GRRR, FairSequence, FairFlow, and PR4A. We compute
the bottom decile and quartile of papers by score, then report the mean and standard
deviation for both low-percentile blocks. We also report the Gini coefficient of all paper
scores and the sum of the envy across all paper pairs, where lower is better for both.

Alg. Lowest 10% Lowest 25% Gini Envy

MIDL

FairFlow 1.051± .072 1.186± .131 .146 .501
PR4A 1.069± .082 1.211± .135 .127 .448
GRRR .995± .095 1.164± .157 .145 .834
FairSeq 1.040± .085 1.191± .139 .140 .146

CVPR

FairFlow .838± .032 .908± .068 .233 64462
PR4A 1.065± .150 1.324± .247 .145 9287
GRRR .898± .176 1.110± .217 .183 22400
FairSeq .978± .139 1.197± .218 .169 10602

CVPR’18

FairFlow 11.053± .536 12.519± 1.805 .151 6940
PR4A 15.280± .952 16.668± 1.348 .103 2480
GRRR 8.923± 2.890 12.220± 3.528 .168 28840
FairSeq 10.084± 2.540 12.950± 3.182 .154 17419

CVPR.9 FairSequence significantly outperforms FairFlow in the scores given to lower
decile and quartile papers, as well as in the Gini index. These metrics are closer on MIDL
and CVPR’18, which we have already seen are less constrained settings. Figure 2 explains
the reason for the decreased fairness of FairFlow on CVPR; although it maximizes the
minimum paper score, it leaves many papers clustered near the minimum paper score.
FairSequence smoothly shifts the entire distribution of paper scores rightward. PR4A is
much fairer than both algorithms, but it does not handle variable paper demands, and has
a higher computational overhead, as we will see in Section 7.3.

7.3 Runtime Analysis

Perhaps the biggest benefit of FairSequence is its greatly improved runtime. We display
the runtimes (in seconds) of PR4A, FairFlow, TPMS, and FairSequence in Figure 3. GRRR

takes longer than a day to run on CVPR and CVPR’18, so we also do not include it in
the analysis. We find that FairSequence is orders of magnitude faster than even TPMS,
which has no fairness guarantees. Further, FairSequence has been implemented in pure
Python while the other three rely primarily on highly optimized optimization tools (PR4A
and TPMS were implemented using Gurobi, and much of the computation in FairFlow was
done using Google’s OR-Tools). Despite these implementation differences, FairSequence is
consistently at least 3 times faster than TPMS, 10 times faster than FairFlow, and 50 times
faster than PR4A.

9. Similar plots for MIDL and CVPR’18 are included in Appendix B. MIDL shows almost no variation
across algorithms, while CVPR’18 shows a more nuanced picture. FairSequence outperforms FairFlow
on low percentiles, but TPMS shows stronger bottom quartile scores than either. However, TPMS creates
a cluster of very low scoring papers that are fully or partially mitigated by the other approaches.
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Figure 2: Distribution of paper valuations for CVPR under TPMS, FairFlow, and
FairSequence. FairFlow, which maximizes the minimum paper score, results in a less
fair overall distribution of paper scores than FairSequence. We also show the cumulative
distribution of paper scores for TPMS, FairFlow, FairSequence, and PR4A assignments. The
bottom decile and quartile for FairSequence and PR4A are much higher than the bottom
decile and quartile for FairFlow, and all three improve over TPMS.
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Figure 3: Runtimes of FairSequence, TPMS, FairFlow, and PR4A on CVPR and CVPR
2018. Runtimes are not reported for MIDL since all algorithms take < 10 seconds to run.
FairSequence is at least 3 times faster than TPMS, the second-fastest competitor.

7.4 Additional Experiments

We perform some additional experiments, details of which are in the appendix. We estimate
α and γ for GRRR on MIDL, CVPR, and CVPR’18 in Appendix C, and we discuss the topic
of fairness to reviewers in Appendix D.

8. Conclusion

Our algorithms GRRR and FairSequence ensure (W)EF1. FairSequence strongly outper-
forms the two state-of-the-art fair algorithms FairFlow and PR4A in runtime, and outper-
forms FairFlow on most fairness measures. GRRR and FairSequence are easy to implement
and understand, and their simple formulations give them the flexibility to handle many ad-
ditional constraints. Speed and flexibility matter a great deal in practice; in fact, these are
the main benefits of FairFlow over an alternative introduced in Kobren et al. (2019) with
better fairness and welfare. OpenReview regularly uses FairFlow, but has not implemented
the other algorithm to date.

The reviewer assignment problem provides interesting constraints, complicating the
standard fair allocation setting. We demonstrate that a straightforward round-robin al-
location, combined with a novel optimization technique on paper orders, finds EF1 allo-
cations with high USW in the reviewer assignment setting. Our approach of optimizing
over orders for round-robin allocations is of independent interest, and may inspire further
study of optimal round-robin allocations. We then extended this approach to incorporate
variable paper demands and reviewer lower bounds, before finally presenting our algorithm
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FairSequence. Empirically, we showed that FairSequence is fast, fair, flexible, and has
high welfare. Our analysis suggests that maximum egalitarian welfare may not be enough for
ensuring distributional fairness. In addition, our study shows initial empirical evidence for
a connection between the (W)EF1 fairness criterion and the Gini inequality index; further
study is warranted in this direction.

Finally, there are many other applications of different fairness, efficiency, robustness,
and incentive compatibility constraints from the fair allocation literature to problems in
peer review, which could bring some much-needed rigor to this fundamental process.
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Appendix A. Missing Proofs

Proposition 3.1. Given a reviewer assignment problem with m reviewers, n papers, no
constraints C, and k paper bundle size limits, where m ≥ kn, RRR returns a complete and
EF1 allocation.

Proof. Algorithm 1 only refuses to assign a reviewer r to a paper p when r is assigned to
too many papers, r has already been assigned to p, or some other paper (to which we have
previously attempted to assign r) “objects” to the assignment. Thus if we have assigned
l < kn distinct reviewers under Algorithm 1, it must be the case that there is a reviewer r
that we have not considered for any paper. Because there are at least kn distinct reviewers,
we can see that during any round of the algorithm, there will be such an unconsidered
reviewer. Thus in any round, a paper can always be assigned some reviewer that has never
been considered for any paper, and the selection will not be refused. This proves that the
allocation returned by Algorithm 1 is complete, and we have EF1 from Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 4.3. Algorithm 4, implemented using the f and g for WRP, terminates with a
WEF1 allocation where all papers receive at most kp distinct reviewers, all constraints C
are satisfied, and no reviewer r is assigned to more than ur papers. If the algorithm assigns
exactly kp reviewers to each paper, then all reviewers will be assigned to at least lr papers.

Proof. The distinctness of reviewers per paper, reviewer upper bounds ur, satisfaction of
C, and upper limit on kp reviewers per paper are satisfied for the same reasons described in
Theorem 4.1. The lower limits are satisfied for complete assignments for the same reason
described in the proof of Theorem 4.2.

We must prove the allocation remains WEF1. Again, we consider the moment when
a paper p is assigned a reviewer r. For all p′ to which we have attempted to assign r, we
check that p′ does not have weighted envy for p over one item if we assign r to p. This
check will still occur even if the reviewer restriction occurs between p′’s attempt at r and
p’s assignment of r.

When we have |Sp′ ∩ Sp| = 0, we have not attempted to assign any reviewers to p′ that
we have attempted to assign to p, including r. We stated in the proof of Theorem 4.1
that for any reviewer rp′ assigned to p′, vp′(rp′) > vp′(rp) for any rp that p received after
p′ received rp′ . This claim is sufficient for the proof from (Chakraborty et al., 2021a) to
go through. If the reviewer restriction occurs before p′ received rp′ , clearly we still have
vp′(rp′) > vp′(rp) for any rp that p received after p′ received rp′ (it is the same argument,
but in the restricted problem setting). If the restriction happens after p′ received rp′ , we see
that p′ is being assigned reviewers from a superset of reviewers compared to the previous
case. Thus we still have vp′(rp′) > vp′(rp) for any rp that p received after p′ received rp′ .

Proposition 5.2. Maximizing welfare subject to weighted picking (and WRP) is NP-hard.

Proof. Aziz et al. (2016) show that PossibleUtilitarianWelfare is NP-complete for
recursively balanced orders (orders where each agent picks once in each round). Given an
instance of PossibleUtilitarianWelfare for recursively balanced orders with welfare
threshold t, we can reduce to the problem of maximizing welfare over WRP. If there are
k rounds in the recursively balanced picking sequence, then assume there are k rounds in
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WRP. Again all reviewers review at most one paper. When that is the case, WRP is exactly
equivalent to the weighted picking sequence from (Chakraborty et al., 2021a) (that is, no
allocations are rejected because any attempted assignment will satisfy WEF1). This means
that the sequence of assignments in WRP could have been achieved by a recursively balanced
picking sequence in the original problem, and therefore we achieve a maximum welfare of at
least t in WRP if and only if the original PossibleUtilitarianWelfare problem evaluates
to true.

Proposition 6.4. The runtime of FairSequenceUnchecked is O(|β⃗|kn(nm+m)2), where
|β⃗| is the number of values of β in β⃗, k is the maximum number of reviewers assigned per
paper, m is the total number of reviewers, and n is the total number of papers.

Proof. Like FairSequence, FairSequenceUnchecked fills each of the nk positions in the
picking sequence sequentially. At each position, we may have to visit all nodes and edges of
the exchange graph. Since there are O ((n+ 1)m) nodes, this operation costs O((nm+m)2)
time. In the worst case, we have to run the main loop of the algorithm |β⃗| times.

Appendix B. Additional Plots

Figures 4 and 5 show the full distribution of paper scores on MIDL and CVPR’18 for
each algorithm. MIDL shows little variation across assignment algolithms. On CVPR’18,
we see that TPMS has a surprisingly high bottom quartile paper score. However, the full
distributional plots demonstrate a cluster of very low-scoring papers for TPMS that are largely
mitigated by FairSequence and FairFlow (at the expense of lower mid-range percentile
scores). Once again, PR4A seems to maintain very strong fairness guarantees relative to all
baselines.

Appendix C. Estimation of Empirical Guarantees

We estimate α and γ for GRRR on MIDL, CVPR, and CVPR’18. γ is rather large for CVPR
and CVPR’18. It is possible that other conferences or other application areas would yield
welfare functions that are closer to monotonically increasing and submodular, leading to
lower values of γ.

For any order O and any paper p /∈ O, we must have that USWRRR(O + p)|O + p|α ≥
USWRRR(O)|O|α. When USWRRR(O + p) > USWRRR(O), any positive α will satisfy this
inequality. We estimate α by sampling orders O and papers p /∈ O, and we take our
estimate to be slightly greater than the maximum α found for any O and paper p. For
MIDL, we found that no sampled O and p violate monotonicity, so we set α to be 0.01.
Using our estimated α values, we then estimate γ. Here, we sample X and Y so that
X ⊆ Y , and e /∈ Y . We need γ ≥ ρe(Y )

ρe(X) for all samples. Similarly to our α estimate, we

compute ρe(Y )
ρe(X) for all samples and then estimate γ to be slightly greater than the maximum

value. We found in all experiments that our chosen α parameter led to all positive marginal
gains during the γ estimation, improving our confidence in the α estimates. The results are
displayed in Table 6.
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Figure 4: Distribution of paper valuations for MIDL under TPMS, FairFlow, and
FairSequence. We also show the cumulative distribution of paper scores for TPMS,
FairFlow, FairSequence, and PR4A assignments.

Table 6: Estimated α and γ parameters for all three conference datasets. Values of α close
to 0 indicate the USWRRR function is close to monotonically increasing on that dataset. The
approximation ratio for Algorithm 5 is 1 + γ, so higher γ yields a looser approximation
guarantee. We did not find any pairs O and p /∈ O such that USWRRR(O+p) < USWRRR(O)
for MIDL, so α can be set arbitrarily close to 0.

α γ

MIDL ∗0.01 1.21
CVPR 1.03 50.62
CVPR’18 0.51 17.41
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Figure 5: Distribution of paper valuations for CVPR’18 under TPMS, FairFlow, and
FairSequence. We also show the cumulative distribution of paper scores for TPMS,
FairFlow, FairSequence, and PR4A assignments.
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Figure 6: Distribution of reviewer loads for all algorithms on MIDL.

Appendix D. Fairness to Reviewers

We take the position throughout this paper that is more appropriate to treat reviewers,
rather than papers, as goods. Paper reviewing is generally viewed as a chore, not a benefit,
whereas papers do benefit from appropriate reviews. A more comprehensive treatment of
fairness to both reviewers and papers would require a completely novel approach and is out
of the scope of this paper. Still we must verify that GRRR and FairSequence are at least
as fair to reviewers as our baselines. For each conference, we compute the distribution of
reviewing loads for all algorithms. Our method is relatively consistent with the baselines,
and does not introduce a large unfairness in reviewing load. Applying Algorithm 4, we also
test RRR with reviewer load lower bounds of lr = 2 for all r (Kobren et al., 2019). On all
three conferences, the algorithm terminates with complete allocations satisfying reviewer
lower and upper bounds, while maintaining EF1 guarantees and competitive USW.

For each algorithm and conference, we compute the number of reviewers receiving each
possible reviewing load. These results are displayed in Figures 6, 7, and 8. These figures
also include results from FairIR, another algorithm introduced in Kobren et al. (2019) that
has not been applied in a real conference setting to date. Reviewers can receive a load in the
interval [0, ur], where ur is the upper bound for that reviewer. In general, our approaches
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Figure 7: Distribution of reviewer loads for all algorithms on CVPR.
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Figure 8: Distribution of reviewer loads for all algorithms on CVPR’18.
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Table 7: Statistics for reviewer-centric scores on all three conferences. Affinities are first
transformed by subtracting the maximum affinity (per conference), so that the largest
affinity is 0 and the smallest is the negative of the original maximum. USW, NSW, minimum
score, and percentile means and standard deviations are computed analogously to the paper-
centric statistics. The EF1 requirement is now that there must be some paper reviewer r
can drop so that reviewer r has more value than reviewer r′. Larger values are better for
all statistics besides EF1 violations.

Alg. USW NSW Min
Score

EF1
Viol.

Lowest 10% Lowest 25%

FairFlow -.86 -.39 -2.57 6611 -2.34± .16 -2.04± .27
TPMS -.86 -.39 -2.57 6560 -2.34± .15 -2.04± .27

MIDL PR4A -.88 -.40 -2.60 6632 -2.36± .15 -2.10± .24
GRRR -.88 -.33 -2.86 6667 -2.40± .16 -2.12± .27
FairSeq -.88 -.39 -2.77 6659 -2.38± .18 -2.07± .29

FairFlow -1.92 -1.15 -6.00 1.645e4 -5.50± .50 -4.85± .71
TPMS -1.77 -.99 -6.00 2.778e4 -5.92± .27 -4.91± 1.00

CVPR PR4A -1.99 -1.24 -6.00 7.921e4 -6.00± 0.00 -5.38± 1.12
GRRR -2.26 -1.50 -6.00 7.865e4 -6.00± 0.00 -5.73± .54
FairSeq -2.05 -1.33 -6.00 7.468e4 -6.00± 0.00 -5.53± .83

CVPR
’18

FairFlow -21.00 -12.26 -95.50 1.119e6 -65.50± 11.53 -48.84± 16.07
TPMS -19.72 -11.40 -94.00 1.094e6 -63.90± 11.82 -46.93± 16.37
PR4A -21.08 -13.10 -93.87 1.134e6 -64.01± 11.73 -47.44± 16.08
GRRR -22.21 -12.23 -94.45 1.219e6 -69.77± 10.26 -53.28± 15.86
FairSeq -21.28 -11.29 -95.22 1.216e6 -70.19± 10.48 -52.89± 16.58

are about as fair as the other algorithms in terms of reviewer load, though on CVPR there
are about 100 reviewers receiving one or two extra papers compared to FairFlow and TPMS.

We also compared multiple statistics of reviewer welfare and fairness using the affinity
scores. Because reviewers consider papers to be chores, we first converted the affinity scores
by subtracting the maximum affinity score (per conference) from vp(r) for all papers p and
reviewers r. We can then specify vr(p) using these new values (and bundles are valued
additively, as before). The maximum score for any vr(p) is 0 and the minimum score is the
negative of the original maximum vp(r). In addition, higher scores are better, with the best
score being 0 either because no papers were assigned or because all assigned papers had
maximum affinity. Note that the EF1 criterion is different for chores as well. An allocation
A is envy-free up to one paper (EF1) for reviewers if for all pairs of reviewers r and r′,
∃p ∈ Ar such that vr(Ar \ {p}) ≥ vr(Ar′). All statistics prepared this way are presented in
Table 7. Interestingly, it appears that TPMS has the best efficiency and fairness properties
for reviewers, despite the fact that TPMS especially shows poor fairness properties for papers.
No algorithm performs particularly well in terms of reviewer fairness, since all algorithms
have fairly large numbers of EF1 violations. These results highlight the tradeoff between
fairness for papers and fairness for reviewers. Nothing about these results indicates that
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obtaining fair outcomes for both papers and reviewers is impossible, but they do highlight
the need for an algorithm explicitly designed to be fair to both sides.
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